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James Cameron's "Aliens" might have been one of the biggest movies of all time, but it's not the only sci-fi blockbuster to follow the blockbuster model. In a galaxy far, far away, another iconic sci-fi genre, the dragon, has a long history. What started as a children's book in China during the fourth century B.C. has become an iconic part of the cosmic genre -- and at the center of the most popular scifi franchise of all time. From George Lucas's first trilogy and the "Star Wars" franchise to directors such as Steven Spielberg and J.J. Abrams, Disney, Fox, and others who've taken over the franchise, the dragon has inspired movies that have shaped the science fiction genre. Here are eight dragon-centric movies that shaped the genre. 1. "Escape from New York" (1981) Garry Marshall's "Escape from
New York" (1981) has already been inducted into the Criterion Collection in 2017 and been dubbed the best original screenplay of all time by Screenwriters Hall of Fame founder and Academy Award-winning screenwriter, Ben Hecht. And yet it doesn't even make the top 10 of "popular" movies on the IMDb. That's because its real status rests not in the numbers but in its legacy. It was the original
film that set the mold for all 1980s apocalyptic flicks that follow the storyline of one group of humans fighting to survive a doomsday situation. "Escape from New York" was inspired by the 1977 Japanese science fiction film "Godzilla," but it also featured the first appearance of the blue-skinned kid who would go on to become more important to film franchises than any other character in any of the
films that followed. This story about a group of people trying to escape a building's explosion is a staple of all films that follow a similar plot. It's responsible for the original "Godzilla" and, while not the first of its kind, it's one of the first. 2. "Star Wars" (1977) "Star Wars" has been one of the most influential films in the history of the world. Some would even argue that it has shaped Western culture,
thanks to the presence of three international icons: the rebellion's Rebel Alliance, the Galactic Empire, and the hero in the form of the lone warrior, Luke Skywalker. George Lucas's 1978 sci-fi fantasy has also become a cornerstone of 82157476af
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